The Superpowers a/id the Middle East
over matter and that the individual has a dignity and rights of which
no despotic governments can rightfully deprive him. It would be in-
tolerable if the holy places of the Middle East should be subjected to
ti rule that glorifies atheistic materialism.
Intjrnuiional Communism, of course, seeks to mask its purposes of
domination by expressions of goodwill and by superficially attractive
offers of political, economic and military aid. But any free nation,
ubich is subject to Soviet enticement, ought, in elementary wisdom, to
look behind the mask.
Remember Estonia, Latvia and Lithuania. In 1939 the Soviet Union
entered into mutual assistance pacts with these then independent coun-
tries; and the Soviet Foreign Minister, addressing the Extraordinary
Fifth Session of the Supreme Soviet in October 1939, solemnly and
publicly declared that "we stand for the scrupulous and punctilious
observance of the pacts on the basis of complete reciprocity, and we
declare that all the nonsensical talk about the Sovietization of the Baltic
countries is only to the interest of our common enemies and of all
anti-Soviet provocateurs." Yet in 1940 Estonia, Latvia and Lithuania
were forcibly incorporated into the Soviet Union,
Soviet control of the satellite nations of Eastern Europe has been
forcibly maintained in spite of solemn promises of a contrary intent,
made during World War IL
Stalin's death brought hope that this pattern would change. And \ve
read the pledge of the Warsaw Treaty of 1955 that the Soviet Union
would follow in satellite countries "the principles of mutual respect
for then* independence and sovereignty and non-interference in domestic
affairs."9 But we have just seen the subjugation of Hungary by naked
armed force. In the aftermath of this Hungarian tragedy, world respect
for and belief in Soviet promises have sunk to a new low. International
Communism needs 2nd seeks a recognizable success.
Thus we have these simple and indisputable facts:
I. The Middle East, which has always been coveted by Russia,
would today be prized more than ever by International Coca-
2,	The Soviet rulers continue to show that they do not scmpk to
use aay means to gain their ends.
3.	The free nations of the Mid East need, and for the most part
want, added strength to assure their continued independence.
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